I speak French

I want to:
- read French
- write French

French On fundamental Objectives

My native country:
French is spoken

I never went to school in my native country

French as a foreign Language

I went to school up to 16
in my native country

For specific Purposes

I want to:
- read French
- write French

I can write in a language using the latin alphabet

abc

For people who can write in a language using the latin alphabet

I cannot write in a language using the latin alphabet

For people who cannot write in a language using the latin alphabet

I have never learned to write

For people who have never learned to write

I do not speak French

I speak very little French

I went to school up to 16 and after
in my native country

For people who can write in a language using the latin alphabet

I can write in a language using the latin alphabet

abc

Cours Municipaux d'Adultes

LEARN FRENCH WITH THE CMA

BONJOUR